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Rubin Orchestra, Rev. Courtney Murray COIning Here;
Brothers 4, Spark Theologian's Talk Set For Feb. 27
Carnival Fest·
!
.
~ By ERNEST A. WEBBY, JR.
A complete schedule .?f e~ents
for t~e Stud~nt CouncIl Wmter
Carmval, . whIch wIll follow the
exammatlOn penod on January
26 27 and 28 has been anna'unced by Chairman Richard
J. Badolato, '62.
A cocktail party, the first in
FU weekend history, will kick
off the social triduum on Friday evening, 7:45 o'clock, in the
Terrace Room of Westport's
Longshore Country Club. Jazzman Stan Rubin and his orches(Continued on Page 8, Col. 3)

I

Tickets for the 1962 Wmter
Carnival will be on sale during the final examination
weeks. according to ticket cochairmen Bob Malestrom and
.
D ff
JIm u y.
A twe~ty. dollar pa'cka~e
deal. WhlC~ mcludes all SIX
events of the thr:e-day.postexam weekend, IS aval1able
to all members of the student
body possessing Stud,ent Council assessment cards. A $23
package has been arranged
for those students not possessing the Council cards.

Rev. John Courtney Murray,
S.J., nationally known Catholic
theologian and author, will
speak in Gonzaga auditorium
on February 27 according to a
'

student spokesman for the sponsormg g,roups.
Father Murray, S.J.,. a faculty member of Woo.dstock
College m Maryland, WIll deliver a lecture on the "Problems of God, Yesterday and Today."
,
Father Murray s recent book
"We H,old These Truths," was a
(Contmued on Page 4, Col. 3)

THE "EXIT" sign above reluctantly retiring Editor-in-Chief
Michael T. Kiernan betokens photographer Pete Goss' eye for
symbolism. Participating in the tearful ceremony are cringing
Richard Lawless, disconsolate moderator Rev. W. Hohmann, S.J.,
and contemporary humorist Samuel Clemens Lamb.

New STAG Editorial Board
Announc.ed at AnnIlal Banquet
Kiernan Weeps
Preziosi Balks
Lamb Very Funny
James C. Moore '64 was select- Stag's first annual banquet. The
ed last week to replace Michael appointments were made by the
T Kiernan as Editor-in-Chief of present editorial board and anthe Stag. Richard M. Lawless '64 nounced by Managing Editor
has been named Feature Editor I Clement A. Lamb.
succeeding Donald A. Preziosi
Rev. William Holmann, S.J.,
'62.
faculty moderator, praised the
Nine new editorial board work of the staff of the student
members were named at the paper during the past year and
a half. "There can be no question now as to whether we have
it first rate college newspaper,"
he said in remarks given at the
banquet.
Described by Mr. Lamb as
According to Robert Drake, "banned in Boston," Mr. Moore
Publicity Chairman for the Dog- is now serving as News Editor,
wood Festival, things are run- a post to which he was appointning well ahead of schedule and ed in the school year. Mr. Lawthe committee is as optimistic less is a feature writer and
about the weekend as they author of the "Aspect" column.
know the rest of the student
Under the new regime, Kenbody will be when the final
plans are published in February. neth V. McCluskey '63 becomes
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)
He stated that work on the
1962 Dogwood Festival was begun last October, accentuating
previous high points and replac- Dr. Barone Receives
ing less successful events of past Public Health Grant
years with new events in an
effort to make this year's weekDr. John A. Barone, associate
(Continued on Page 4. Col. 5) professor of chemistr:y at Fairfield University, has bee n
TV? NOT WE!
awarded a grant of $4,583 by
Contrary to rumors circulat- the National Cancer Institute of
ing on campus, the Fairfield the U.S. Public Health Service
team has no plans at present to for the year 1962. The grant
appear on the "College Bowl" will enabie him to continue his
television program.
investigation of florina:ted pyriWhen asked for a comment, midines and purines.
Mr. Louis Zowine, '62, presiThe compounds being studied
dent of the student council, said are potential anti-cancer agents
that he did not know where or because they are designed to
when the rumor started but it interfere with cell growth and
definitely is not true.
(Continued on Page 9, Col. 5)

Dogwood Festival
Moving Ahead

Netv Chern Progruln G~ared IBig Crowd Views
Meyer,
To Meet Contemporary Needs Wechsler,
By NED QUINN

Fairfield University officials studies. They have attended such
announced today an intensive schools as Purdue,. Fordham,
program for chemistry students Yale, Duke, ConnectIcut, Case,
geared for the increasing scien- Maryland, B?ston College, Syratific demands and opportunities I cuse, Cathollc Umverslty, Holy
of the atomic and space age.
! Cross, DetroIt, and Rutgers. ReThe new program being intro- cently, two Fairfield men, who
duced to entering freshmen is .(Continued on Page 9, Col. 3)
designed to meet the "intellectual challenge of the changing
industrial and research needs of Republican Club Hears
our times." Members of the John Cabot Lodge
chemistry department h a v e
found students becoming more
The Fairfield University Aeknowledgeable and "scientifical- publican Club will present a
ly spohisticated" as a result of a talk by the Hon. John Cabot
virtual revolution in high school Lodge on Wednesday, the 14th
science and mathematics courses. of February. Mr. Lodge, a broThe Dean of the College of ther of the 1960 Vice-presidentArts and Sciences, the Rev. Wil- ial candidate Henry Cab 0 t
liam J. Healy, S.J., said the re- Lodge, is a former U.S. Convised curricula is being insti- gressman, was the Governor of
tuted to continue and improve Connecticut from 1950 to 1954
upon the successes of past pro- and most recently served as the
grams.
U.S. Ambassador to Spain. As
Record Since 1955
i such he is the most important
Although the University's first diplomat to visit this campus.
chemistry students were graduLast week Mr. Lodge was
ated only as recently as 1955, awarded the Grand Cross of
approximately 50 per cent of the Carlos and the ,?old Me~al of
majors have received assistant- the City of Madnd, the hIghest
ships and fellowships for further (Continued on Page 8, Col. 5)

I

The Senior Class and the Bellarmine Guild were co-sponsors
of a political depate held January 8 in Gonzaga Auditorium.
This was the first in a series of
debates to be presented by these
groups during the coming
months.
The participants in the debate
which concerned itself with "The
Problems of America and Their
Solutions" took views which can
be classified as Liberal vs. Conservative. The liberal was Mr.
James Weschler, editor of the
New York Post. The conservative side was defended by Mr.
Frank S. Meyer, the senior editor of the National Review.
Dr. John'Norman of the University faculty served as the
moderator for the debate which
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 2)
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ASPECT

Report On Integration
In The South and North

By RICHARD M. LAWLESS

By JOHN L. BONN. S.J.
THE PROUD INTELLECTUAL II: THE CATHOLIC
This past summer the Freedom Riders were riding, so of
Stripped bare of fears and inhibitions, a man will usually
course I went to Memphis. All call to his God for aid or an answer. But in the self-constraining
through the South (and North) world ,of social contact he will erect the deceptive barrier of a
the same question came up: good-natured shallowness. This mask pleases and relaxes his
Don't you think the Freedom fellow-beings because their happiness also lies in the complaRiders are Communist inspired? cent state of mental inertia. As was mentioned in the previous
I learned to say: No. Now I do column, the intellectuals of this country have allowed themselves
not mean by NO that I do not to erect this barrier in the face of public apathy. They put on the
think they are Communist· in- mask of unconcern, contray to their heritage of positive achievespired; I mean that I do not ment. But this was a general condemnation, suggesting the great
think - I have no reason to
think - I have never had any evil arising from their conscious withdrawal. If we add to this
proof one way or the other; con- study the question of a man's religion, we. gain a new perspecsequently I must make an an- tive. In the relationship to his fellow man he is seen not only
swer to the question as it is as a fellow-man, but as a fellow-creature 'of the same God, diphrased - I do not know about rected by principles given to him by that God.
their inspiration or whether
The religion of the West is and has been Christianity. The
they were inspired or not.
world found a wanted joy in this new religion and its primary
Then it became my turn to teaching of love, of both God and fellow-man. This love was
ask a question, which is: Do you intended to permeate every creature's life, directed towards God
have reasons for thinking that in Himeslf and in His creatures. But the element of human
they are Communist inspired? selfishness was never done away with. And this is the problem
and another: Do you know what that has plagued man since his appearance.
the reasons for the Freedom
Riders are? And still another:
We must always turn to our best qualified men to solve the
Should, they be inspired by the problems we face. If we look to the intellectuals to solve our
Communists, are these reasons problems on merely the material plane, can they be selfish? And
right or wrong? Oddly enough, I' if we are to truly be a Christian civilization and if the Church
still think that this has some- is the sanctuary of Christianity, can the Catholic thinkers be
thing to do with it, even before selfish when attempting to answer questions involving man's
one gets down to an investiga- complete existence, including his relationship to God? The chaltion of method or prudence or lenge is there. In a world gone hedonist, it is shirking one's
expediency or such like and obligation to Church and God to remain outside the mainstream
sundry virtues.
'of thinking individuals trying to help the misguided creature,
Nobody answered my ques- man.
tions.
Thinking in this line is no less a struggle than praying. The
There was another statement combination of prayer and thought is indeed the properly intetoo, which I heard constantly. grated function of the Christian thinker. But this is also a diffiIt was that we in the North cult task which has challenged the Church and its thinkers from
were not giving the Southern Augustine to Thomas, through Newman and into the present day.
Democrats time to integrate. I The Church has never found it easy to express its ideas. But it
was willing to give them time--;- never has been in the position it is in today, relegated to a space
anothe~ hundre~ years o~ so, If in world affairs where no one can influence it, and it, supposedly,
they WIshed. I lIke ~he l~Isurely I can influence no one. Relegating the Church to the position of
• .
•
tone of the South; It drIves I?e a harmless Mater while discounting the title Magistra is obvicrazy. So I. would ag~ee WIth ously a perversion of its teaching mission.
I them and gIve them tIme, an.d
Can the Church today boast of a great number of thinkers
PRINCETON, N. J.-(I.P·)-l "But most hea~t~ning of all then I would say: And? what IS actively and intelligently concerned with solving the great probSince the establishment of the are the low attrItIOn and the y~ur long r~nge plan. Whe:e lems which face the world? It is true that within the clergy
first ten Bicentennial Preceptor- number who are making equal- WIll you begm, and what wIll there are a number of men competent and able in their particular
ships at Princeton University a J ly significant contributions in be the steps?
fields. The need however is not just an increase of these men.
decade ago to encourage young- other educatibnal institutions,"
NyotbotdhY answered tmhe . 'd t What is needed 'are a gre~t number of laymen 'I1he tradition of
"0
I
e
ere
was
ano
er
SI
e
o.
.
. : .
·
er members of the facu1ty t 0 t h e report con t mues.
n y th
. t
N th
K t k Thomas More IS forgotten m our age of speCIalIzatIon There are
.
th th
f th fift
1
epIC ure: or ern en uc v
.
continue and advanc~ m . e
r~e 0
e . yare .no onger has been integrated with no fan'(Continued on Page 9, Col. 4)
profession of teachmg
and actIvely assOCIated WIth a col- f
S·
H'll C 11
. M
scholarship fifty men, exclud- lege or university; and of these, b~rle.. p~mtg It d °Tehge SIn. to ,
.
"
'.
I e IS m egra e.
e oCle y
ing fourteen current appomtees, one IS teachmg m a top-grade of Jesus of the New Orleans
have held these awards. Of Ne:v England secondary school Province has been integrated.
these oI)ly three are no long~r whI!e another holds the ~~ar
But a Nigger has yet to be
associated with a college or Ulll- eqUlvale~t to a faculty posI~IOn served in a restaurant or bar in
versity.
~s AssocIate Curato~ of Pamt- Appleton, Wisconsin or in CiReporting on the
results, mg and Sculpture m the Mu- I cero, Illinois. The former was
President Robert F. Goheen de- seum of Modern Art.
i the home of Senator McCarthy,
Publililhed bi-weekly by Students of Fairfield University during the regular
scribes the beneficial impact
"The nearly two-fifths of the the latter the home of Mr. Aluniversity' year, except during holiday and examination perieds.
both for Princeton 'and a con- group whom we have helped phonse Capone.
siderable number of sister in- prepare for the faculties of
Reprinted from the Fairfield
9-3787
stitutions. The program was other institutions include the University Young Republican
initiated as a distinct innova- President of Swathmore; the Campus Review. Vol. 2. No.2.
tion to extend recognition to Dean of the Faculty at Wells
men at the assistant professor College; departmental chairmen
level at a critical phase in their at Dartmouth, Rice Institute
J
development by enhancing the and Syracuse; a ~~ll professor
By ~ALT VATTER
I
PRESS
effectiveness of their teaching at Harvard; and rIsmg teachers I . ColumbIa re~ords has Il1;ade a!
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
and scholarship.
at Boston College, Brandeis, gIft to the FaIrfield U. LIbrary
MICHAEL T. KIERNAN
Tenure is for three years. Goucher, Kenyon, New York ?f sixty LP Master~ork recordNEWS EDITOR
MANAGING EDITOR
Each receptorship carries a sal- University, Northwestern, Uni- mgs. These records mclude such
JAMES C. MOORE
CLEMENT A. LAMB
ary h~her than the average for versity of California and Uni- composers as:. Bee tho v en,
SPORTS EDITOR
FEATURE EDITOR
the rank of assistant professor, versity of Illinois."
Brahms, ~hopm and Shubert.
ROD DOWLING
DONALD A. PREZIOSI
ff d $500 a ear for expenses
"I want to call attention to Also receIved were two BroadADVERTISING MANAGER
PHOTO EDITOR
a or s
y
. .
.
way show albums "Bye Bye
in connection with a self-chosen two dlstmct but mutually com- B' d'"
d "C '. 1" 'Th '
ROBERT STEVENS
SEAN M. DUNPHY
.
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0
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. t" P res I'd en t G 0 h een re- recor
EXCHANGE EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
vancement and prOVIdes
one men,
f
. s WI
1 t' e rna e aval
th a t e
ROBERT WIDMER
KENNETH E. DUBUC
'
. " h fi
f t h ese IS
. the dor t Clrcu
a IOn among f te s u0
. th
Year's leave for scholarshIp. ports.. . T erst
e *very
u ure.
LAYOUT EDITOR
FACULTY MODERATOR
They are comparable at that prOVISIOn 0 f en h ance d oppor- en s m
* near
*
EUGENE A. MASSEY
REV. WILLIAM HOHMANN, S.3'.
rank to endowed professorships tunities for profes~ional develEighteen new art books have
at higher levels.
.
°fment ~or mden .m the early I been purchased from the New· NEWS _ Kenneth McKluskey, Wa~~:~~tter, Ernest J. Webby, Jr., William
Among the fifty past reclp- sages 0 .aca emlC careers, a York Graphic Society. They in.
Zav.atsky, Ned Qujnn
.
.
. ts of preceptorship awards matter WhICh can often prove I d b k
P'
G k FEATURES - Richard Tmo, RIchard Lawless, MIke Lawrence, Tom Tierney,_
len
.
'
. .
. ..
cue 00 s on Icasso,
ree
Ernest J. Webby, Jr.
exclusive of current appomtees, deCISIve not only to an mdlvld- and Egyptian Art, Indian Art in SPORTS _
.
John Scott, Peter Garry
f th uars subsequent p form ce
PHOTOGRAPHY
Peter Calderwood,
Goss, John Carway,
Vuolo
thirty-one are mem b ers 0
e
er
an
America, and Rodin's Sculpture. LAYOUT
_ Vincent
D'A!essandro, Tom
KennethRobert
McKluskey,
present Princeton faculty, Pres- as a teacher-scholar but to These books will be on display
Kevin Ecclesine, Peter Walz
ident Goheen reports. Of these, whether or not he will stay in in the library shortly.
~~~~~~~~~ Ed B';'de~', Wat~o;{Beriows,' Ron~id Bj~n~hi~~~~~ib~~i~~
four are full professors, twenty the profession. The second de·
* * *
Tom Ehmann, William Graziadei, William Hegarty, John Johnare associate professors, one is velopment is the program to
The circulation from July to
son, David Reddington
a departmental chairman and improve the economic positior, December was higher than ever,
NOTICE
three are academic deans. Pres- of our faculty which we have more than 5,000 above the previThe name of any student who joins the STAG staff this year will be
. placed
on the editorial masthead only after they have contributed to two
ident Goheen, himself, held a been pressing in recent years ous high for t h ese same SIX
successive issues. ANY staff member who fails to fulfill an assignm.st win
preceptorship.
and must continue to press."
months.
be dropped from the staff.-EDITOR.
Having been responsible for t?~ publicati.on ,?f fO',1rteen
"animals" since assuming the posltlOn of editor-in -ChIef of
the STAG in December 1960, it is with a nostalgia eased
only by the threat of the fi?al examin~tions,.~hat I prepare
to retire to the relative secunty of a pnvate Citizen
Recovering from what the '61 MAr'~OR. (I'm sure h~
morously) termed "a rather turbulent penod In the STAS; s
history," has been the prime occupation of the staff .dur~ng
the past year. It has been .ou~ inten~ion, by the, IllstltutlOn
of a staff training program III Journahs.m: to prOVide a ~ew~
paper which reads like one: lea.ving opllll~n~tlng and edltonalizing out of our news reporting and wlthlll the confines of
such columns as this one. It is our hope that we have succeeded in surpassing the Student Handbook's vision of what
a University newspaper should be ("a record of past events
and reporting of future ones") by the institution of a feature
department whose columns have provided reading which is
both informative and provocative.
.
In accomplishing these ends I have been. bles~ed with. an
editorial board and staff for whose generosity, III devoting
time and initiative to this paper, I am deeply grateful.. It. is
my sincere hope that at sometime in the f~ture,. edlt~:mal
boards of the Fairfield University newspaper wIll receive either
scholarship or academic privilege in recognition of the ti~e
they must devote to the publication of a paper of such size
and complexity as this one.
Among the many, many others who have h~lped to
make the STAG a reality this year are: James F. HIll, who
served as my News Editor during those first turbulent months,
employing his professional newspaper experience to the overall betterment of the paper; Ernest J. Webby, Jr., the first
STAG Reporter of the Year; Mr. Frederick W. Tartaro, Director of the University Public Relations Office, whose professional aid and advice were always generously given; Mr.
Stephen Veroczi, Ma.naging Editor of the Fairfield !OWN
CRIER who with hiS competent staff rescued many downto-the-~ire" editions for us; and Rev. William H. Hohmann,
S.J., without whose loyalty and interest, none of this could
have been accomplished.
MTK

Princeton Preceptorships Success
Encourage Profs To HIgher StudIes

LIBRARY NOTES
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Carnival Readied By Council;
Bowl Trips, Honor Society Set

ASN Presents "Oedipus Rex";
Fr. Bonn, S.. J. Directs Program

By NED QUINN
~
On Tuesday evening, January The episodes were interlaced by
All of the. activit~ of t~e Stu- : ed on the applicability of the
9th, the Arts Forum of Alpha choral odes sung by members of
dent CounCIl IS bemg dIrected rates to all rooms in the motel'
Sigma Nu, the Jesuit honor fra- the University's Glee Club.
toward the forthcoming Winter the near-by location and th~ I
ternity, presented a program of These odes, written as an exact
Carnival.
.
presence of a coffee' shop and
Greek Drama in Gonzaga Audi- reproduction of Greek choral
The CounCIl has als.o made restaurant on the premises. A
torium.
The
internationally- music, were composed by Protentative plans t~ contu;lUe the TV lounge, card tables, banquet
acclaimed color film, "Oedipus fessor John L. Bonn, Sr" for a
College Bowl senes durmg the room and the over-all deanERex," was shown. Directed by performance of "Oedipus" disecond semester. Plans c~ll for ness "of the establishment also
Tyrone Guthrie, the film featur- rected by the 91 year old virour team to take road tnps to influenced the choice.
ed the entire repertory company tuoso's son, Fr. Bonn, at Boston
such "exotic" places as New
of the Canadian Shakespeare College, At that time, Ronald
Rochelle and Marymount. The
Festival. Actor Douglas Camp- Weyand, recently of "Becket"
Council is trying to arrange No Stag As Yet .
bell, currently starring in Broad- fame, starred as Oedipus.
competitions with a wider range H
way's "Gideon," appeared as
Several works of artist Bernard
of schools.
ughes Still Looking
Bishop Walter Curtis, S.T.D. Oedipus the King.
J. Riley, who painted the GonThe second semester may see
Jeff Hughes, '63, reports that
Attempting to capture the zaga Auditorium mural, were on
~d 1 dafter tele
purity of original Greek drama, display in the auditorium lobby.
a -orogra m mv
e e
- efforts to procure a stag as a
. . ,s
"You th
W an t s
t mascot have been unsuccessful
the film utilized such devices of
VISIOn
I 0
Alpha Sigma Nu's next prol l b e en t'tl
d so far. However, this Cardinal
the .amplitheatre as masks, used
K now. " I t 'WI
1 e
gram,
in February, will be the
"F ' fi Id Y
h
W t
t
to indicate the character of the
all' ,;
~ut
an s
0 Key member is continuing his
actor, and the cothurnus, a kind "History of the Dance." The
Know and WIll feature a fam- search. Since this project has
f 1
d
Elizabeth Farrell dance group
ous personality who will answer I been started
. His Excellency, Bishop Wal-,? cog or w?o er: stilt, increas- will trace the evolution of dance
'
f
h
d'
,
many
students
ter
Curtis
S
T
D
spiritual
leadI mg the actor s heIght by sE\veral
styles from Greek religious ritquest IOns rom t e au Ience, have inquire~ .a,?out the reasons' er of th~ Brid'geport diocese inches.
Definite plans will be released for the acqUISItion.
.,
'
uals, through the Middle Ages,
tIt
d t
"
receIved a 'warm" and popular
As a prelude to the program, and touch upon the dances of
a a a er a e.
Mr. Hu?hes ~tates, If a stag reception from the students of R v Joh L B
SJ
The Counci'1 has received an were obtall~ed, It would un~~ubt- the University and Prep at the in~r~duct~ry . re~~~ks . ~~ g~~: today.
official go ahead from the ad- ':!dly contnbute to the splnt at gym on Thursday, January 4th. Greek Theater.
ministration to form a chapter basketball games, pep rallies,
Add
'th
rfl
d
Famous Moments In History:
of the National Catholic Honor
d
11
hI"
ressmg e ove ow crow
In a comparative study of
an
overa
sc
00
spInto
On
f
3000
"
d'
t'
.
h
d
1
t'
th
f
h
I
'
(A) Caesar to Antony·. "You're
S . t
Th e h
0
a s . . , IS mgUIs e trans a lOn,
ree 0 t e p ay s
n
oCle
Y
°b
camllPuds'D
lt
;,:~many
other
campuses
the
apand
undistinguished
students,"
major
passages,
translated
and
not
still using that greasy kid
t
ll
er WI
e ca e
e a =tJ SI - ?earan::e ?f the sch~o~ masc~t Bishop Curtis thanked them for staged by Fr. Bonn, were enact- stuff, Mark?"
lo~ Sigma and will begin oper- IS a hIghlIght of actiVIty. ThIS their "long applause" for he had ed, with Samuel Groom portray- (B) Antony on first viewing
atlOn after being chartered by can be seen by the Ram ~t been "sitting for a long time," ing Oedipus to Fr. Bonn's Creon. Cleopatra: "A perfect XXXVI!"
the Council.
Fordam, the Falcon at the AIr listening to the introductory p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
On January 5, members of Force Academy, and the newly addresses.
the Student Council of 1960- ficquired Eagle at Boston ColAfter relating the story of his
1961 received their pens in cere- lege. Why not the Stag at Fair- bishop's ring from St. Peter's
monies held in Loyola Lounge. I field?"
Prep, His Excellency confessed
Anyone knowing the where- his hesitancy to try an oration
abouts of a stag, please contact before such a "learned assemOfficial
Jeff Hughes, Loyola 316.
I (Continued on Page 8, Col. 2) ,
Motel
I
Over 4000 Selected Titles
Chosen
The Rev. William W. Ken36 hour delivery on most other
'Dhe Student Council has
nedy, S.J., professor of Greek,
special orders
chosen the Fairfi·eld Motor Inn
and Rev. Cornelius F. Shea. S.J..
as the 'offi'Cial administrationprofessor of philosophy, are
1474 POST ROAD
approved motel for students atFairfield has acquired two both recovering from their illFAIRFIELD
CENTER
CL 6-0658
tending. Fairfield U. functions. new portraits. The portraits are nesses. Please remember them

Brl·dgeportP re Iate
V··
ISltS U·
nlversl·ty

J
Paperback.
lJ1~ ~ Book Specialists
. \of'

/i.lr\Ct~J~

'.J lJj l~ ~

New Portraits Set
In Loyola Lounge

T~ rou~il~~fue dec~~n cl~~k~XXrn~d~~~li~n~y~O;u~r~p;r;~~e;r~s;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

in the best interests of the stu- dent John F. Kennedy. These Ii
dents ·and the agreement with portraits are located in the
that motel will prov.ide the fol- lounge in Loyola Hall.
lowing benefits to the students:
The portrait of President
Special student rates, single Kennedy was painted by Mr. W.
room, one person $8; two Lee of Fairfield. Mr. Lee is the
persons, single room $12; same artist who painted the pordouble room - $14.
traits of the Bishops which now
On all prices, ten percent will hang in Loyola Lounge. Mr. Lee
be returned to the students feels that the President's porpresenting both the receipt and trait reoresents his best work.
a Student Council Assessment
The portrait of Pope John was
Card to a special booth in recently acquired by Rev. James
Xavier.
FitzGerald, S.J., president of
The Oouncil's decision is bas- i the University.

BRIDGEPORT MOTOR INN
AND

GREEN COMET DINER
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
SPECIAL RATES TO THOSE ATTEl\TDING THE

WINTER CARNIVAL
BRIDGEPORT

TUXEDOES
1455 MAIN ST., BRIDGEPORT

•
•
•
•

ONE PERSON
TWO PERSONS
THREE PERSONS
FOUR PERSONS

,

ED 4-1422

KEEP YOUR
PARTY TOGETHER!

We will be fitting tuxedoes in Xavier Cafeteria on Mon-

MAKE YOUR
RESERVATIONS TODAY!

day and Thursday, Jan. 15th and 19th from 10:30 A.M.

COMET

OFFERS YOU
AND YOUR GUESTS
THE FOLLOWING
SPECIAL RATES

from

FULTON CLOTHES

GREEN

MOTOR INN

DINER
OFFERS YOU AND
YOUR GUESTS A
$ 7.00
$10.00
$12.00
$14.00

DISCOUNT
ALWAYS PROMPT AND
CHEERcF:UL SERVICE
JUST GOOD FOOD
- TOPS IN TOWN

CALL FO 7-4404

to .. 1 :00 P.M.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
$6.00 for tux - SOc for shirt
Free Delivery and Pick-Up

10<10

24 HOUR ROOM SERVICE

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN

GREEN COMET
DINER

88 KINGS HIGHWAY

90 KINGS HIGHWAY
FO 8-9471

FO 7-4404

.
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EDITORS
(Continued from Page 1)

I

I

I

News Editor replacing Mr, i
I Moore. 0 the l' appointments
were: John Scott '64 succeeds
Rod Dowling '62 as Sports Editor; Peter Goss '64 replaces i
Sean Dunphy '62 as Photo Editor; Eugene Massey '64 was renamed as Layout Editor for the
next year,
Thomas Fitzgerald '63 was
named Business Editor succeeding Kenneth Dubuc '62; and Jeff
Clairmont '64 succeeds Robert
Stevens '62 as Advertising Manager; Watson Bellows '63 be- "
comes Exchange Editor succeeding Robert Widmer '62. The post
of Managing Editor presently
held by Clement A. Lamb '62
will be filled by new Editor-inChief Moore.
The newly named Editor-inChief attended Chaminade High
School in Mineola, New York.
Mr. Moore is an English major
preparing for a teaching career, A bulldozer, the first construction equipment to appear on the
He is a member of the Sodality scene, (Nov. 1) clears the area northwest of Loyola Hall.
of Our Lady.
The Features Editor-designate
attended Boston College High
School in Dorchester, MassachuI setts. Mr. Lawless is majoring
I in English. His school activities
include the Sodality and New
Frontiers, the campus-based litFour British and two Aus-I cants must be between the ages
erary magazine.
trian summer schools are offer- I of 18 and 40, and must have
~R. ,MURRAY
ing American students the OP-I completed at least one year of
I"'
portunity to combine 1962 va- college work. A few full schol(Continued from Page 1)
cation travel abroad with six, arships are available.
of liberal arts study next' The University of Vienna, ofat 'o 1 b es t -se 11 er. H e was Jweeks
nIna
'
. St.
,
tl f t
d'
u 1y an d A ugust. A pp l'lca t'Ions fermg
summer courses at Its
E~o~:nen kl ea ure . In .a ~:- I for study at all six summer Wolfgang Campus near Salz1 ~
wee"lf t;;agazme. In d e schools are now being accepted burg, combines study with outaCSbYedearh·' 1 e ,~agazmfe U e - by the Institute of International door life at a mountain lake. Its
Sn
lom as one 0
.S. Ed
t'
'
't
bl E I' h
Catholicism's most creative and
uca lOn.
aIm IS 0 ena e ng IS -speakpenetrating thinkers."
Under the British University mg. students to b~come acOver the years Father'Murray Summer Schools program, stu- quamted wlt~ Austnan educahas addressed himself particu- dents can apply for study at tlOnal and SOCIal values. Courses
bemgI
offered
mclude1" German
· h one of four schools ,, each con- l
larl y to th e probl ems w h Ie
d
.
arise in a religiously plura'1istic centrating on a partIcular sub- anguag~, a~ an po Itlcal S~lsociety as found in the United ject and period. A~ Stratford- ~~ce, Set udcatlon, harts and hlSStates.
,upon-Avon the subject WIll be
ry.
u ents w 0 have comThe lecture is designed to Shakespeare and Elizabethan f~eted at le~s.t two years of colpresent an outstanding Catholic drama; at the University of fege are ellglble t? apply. The
h I t th e t d t
d f
London the course will be the
e for the full sIx-week proS~t 0 ar tOh U ~ u e.nt s latn . bac - study of English literature art gram, including, registration,
u y 0f
e mverSl y.
IS e,
tuitio
. t
t
d
ing co-sponsored by the 19na- and music of the 20th century; ex n~ main enance, ours an
'
C
'1 K . ht f C 1
at Oxford the subJ'ect will be
curslOns, and attendance at
t Ian
ouncl, mg s 0
0 umth SIb
F t' l ' $
but, the Cardinal Key Society history, literature and the arts
.e a z ur~ es Iva IS 33.5,
and the Sodality of Our Lady.
of 17th century England. The ~~lt~. an oPtlOnt~1 fO$ur-da y tnp
theme of the Edinburgh School
lenna cos mg 35. A few
FRONTIERS
will be British history philo- scholarships covering partial or
sophy and literature fr~m 1688 full fees are available to six(Continued from Page 1)
to 1832. Although the courses week s.tud~nts.
marily to the ability of these two are designed for graduate stu- B -:'-~pllcatlons fo.r both the
gentlemen, but also to the dents, undergraduates in their ntlsh and -:'-ustnan programs
utter lack of both quality and last two years at a university may b~ obtamed fron: the .lr;interest within the Junior will be considered.
f?rmatlOn and .Counselmg DIVlClass."
SlOn, the Instltute of lnternaThe British Summer School tional Education 800 Second
New Frontiers. which pub- fee, including full room, board Ave., N. Y. 17.'N. Y. British
lishes three times a year manud
. $2 4 A f
'
scripts both from University an
tuit~on, IS
.5.
ew Summer School scholarship apstudents and young writers all scholarshIps, covermg part of plications must be received beover the country, is eight years all?f the fee but not travel, are fore March 1, 1962, and admislold this semester. Its Faculty avaIlable.
sion applications before March
Moderators are the Rev. John Both Austrian summer schools' 31. Scholarship applications for
L. Bonn, S.J., and Mr. Arthur include in their program the op- Austrian schools must be reR. Riel.
! portunity to attend perform- turned bv March 1, and admisances at Sal z bur g' s famed sl'on aoplications by May 1.
The combined ages of the re-I music festival. The Salzburg
tiring editorial board totals 188 Summer School, sponsored by
DOGWOOD
years, excluding Fr. Hohmann, the Austro-American Society,
(Continued from Page 1)
who adamantly refused to reveal emphasizes German language
his age.
study, but courses in art and end the very best.
music and on foreign policy
The dates are set for Friday,
are taught in English. Also in- May 11, through Sunday, May
Fairfield Laundromat cluded, in addition to attend- 13, and promise to be sixty
ance at the music festival, are hours of unforgettable fun, aca variety of conducted tours of cording to Mr. Drake.
CLOTHES
Salz:burg. The fee for the entire program is $245. AppliFour out of five people enterWASHED and DRIED
ing or leaving the USA, use the
, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . facilities of the Port of New
REASONABLE RATES
RESTAURANT York. The fifth recentlv turned
TAP ROOM
up at Poughkeepsie de"manding
equal facilities.
1227 POll! Road
Fairileld
If we had any imagination,
Opp. POlit 0 _
FAIRFiElD we'd write something witty to
1418 POST RD.
1'.....: 'fill out this column.

I

(Author of "Rally Round The Flag, Boys", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc,)

RING IN THE NEW
Are you still writing "1961" on your papers and letters? I'll
bet you are, you scamps! But I am not one to be harsh with
those who forget we are in a new year, for I myself have long
been guilty of the same lapse. In fact, in my senior year at
college, I wrote 1873 on my papers until nearly November of
l874! (It turned out, incidentally, not to be such a serious
error because, as we all know, 1874 was later repealed by
President Chester A. Arthur in a fit of pique over the Black
Tom Explosion. And, as we all know, Mr. Arthur later came
to regret his hasty action. Who does not recall that famous
meeting between Mr. Arthur and Louis Napoleon when Mr.
Arthur said, "Lou, I wish I hadn't of repealed 1874." Whereupon the French emperor made his immortal rejoinder, "Tipi
que nous et tyler tu." Well sir, they had many a good laugh
about that, as you can imagine.)
.
But I digress. How can we remember to write 1962 on our
papers and letters? Well sir, the best way is to find something
memorable about 1962, something unique to fix it firmly in
your mind. Happily, this is very simple because, as we all know,
1962 is the first year in history that is divisible by 2, by 4, and
by 7. Take a pencil and try it: 1962 divided by 2 is 981; 1962
divided by 4 is 490-1/2; 1962 divided by 7 is 280-2/7.This mathematical curiosity will not occur again until the year 2079, but
we will all be so busy then celebrating the Chester A. Arthur

bi-centenary that we will scarcely have time to be writing
papers and letters and like that.
Another clever little trick to fix the year 1962 in your mind
is to remember that 1962 spelled backwards is 2691. "Year"
spelled backwards is "raey." "Marlboro" spelled backwards is
"oroblram." Marlboro smoked backwards is no fun at all.
Kindly do not light the filter. What you do is put the filter end
in your lips, then light the tobacco end, then draw, and then
find out what pleasure, what joy, what rapture serene it is to
smoke the filter cigarette with the unfiltered taste. In 1962, as
in once and future years, you'll get a lot to like in a Marlboroavailable in soft pack and flip-top box in all 50 states and
Duluth.
But I digress. We were speaking of the memorable aspects
of 1962 and high among them, of course, is the fact that in
1962 the entire House of Representatives stands for election.
There will, no doubt, be many lively and interesting contests,
but none, I'll wager, quite so lively and interesting as the one
in my own district where the leading candidate is none other
than Chester A. Arthur!
Mr. Arthur, incidentally, is not the first ex-president to come
out of retirement and run for the House of Representatives.
John Quincy Adams was the first. Mr. Adams also holds
another distinction: he was the first son of a president ever to
serve as president. It is true that Martin Van Buren's son,
Walter "Blinky" Van Buren, was at one time offered the nomination for the presidency, but he, alas, had already accepted
a bid to become Mad Ludwig of Bavaria. James K. Polk's son,
on the other hand, became Salmon P. Chase. Millard Fillmore's son went into air conditioning. This later was known as
the Missouri Compromise.
© 1962 Max Shulman

*

*

*

In Missouri, or anywhere else, there is no compromise with
quality in Marlboro or the new unfiltered king-size Philip
Morris Commander. The Commander does something new
in cigarette making-gently vacuum cleans the tobacco for
flavor and mildness. Get aboard! You'll be welcome.

I

Austrian Summer Schools Open
Door To American Students

I

I
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DORM RISING
A steel reinforced concrete
skeleton is slowly approaching
the final silhouette of the new,
and as yet unnamed, dormitory
on the Fairfield University campus. Progress has been rapid in
spite of adverse weather.
The new building will house
approximately 200 students on
the top three floors. It is scheduled for completion by September.
LEFT. The excavation was completed by mid November and
the foundation was started immediately. A 100 foot crane arrived to begin the errection of
the concrete f ram e w 0 r k.
RIGHT. By Jan. 1 the first
story framework was standing
and the second story was rapidly taking shape.

Oregon-Considers
Neu) Exam Week

To allow for the complications
which this proposal would pose
for large classes and examinations the committee suggested
that s u c h examinations be
scheduled on one evening during the last week of class. One
of the major goals of this plan
would be to alleviate the problems inyolved in scheduling the
examinations as they are done
at the present time.

Student Council Gains
Power At Gonzaga U.
Spokane. Wash. (I.P.) Budgeting of the $32,000 student
activity fee in the hands of a
student board of control this
year at Gonzaga University "unquestionably is one of the most
significant advances in the progress of the ASGU since its establishment," according to Ed
Haasl,
Association
Students
president. Budgeting of the fee
was formerly performed by a
faculty board.
Commenting on the move, the
Rev. John P. Leary, S.J., president, said that it will introduce
the student body to shouldering
some of the university's burdens. They can never learn to
make them unless they assume
initiative, he said, referring to
judgments made by the students
themselves. He described the
move as a "vote of confidence
in favor of the students."
Father Leary also announced
that he would cut in half the
figures which the board of control recommended for the alloting of scholarships to major
student body officers. The only
major exception to this, he said,
will be the student body president who will receive a $600
full year tuition scholarship as
recommended by the board. The
following scholarships will be
reduced by one half: 1st vice
president, $300; 2nd vice president, $300; secretary, $150; treasurer, $150.
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NEWS and VIEWS
By RODERICK DOWLING

Fairfield University has been
in operation since the late
forties. It has undergone many
changes since then; yet its
Athlel ic program resembles the

of these games is usually the
team composed of the most exfootball players and the least
amount of basketball talent.
Because of this recent reduction

~ae~~1D1~~gr~: ~t95~~wa::iJ;:~ in Intramurals at Fairfield, one
University has completed four becomes a well-rounded man by
either seeking a position on one
buildings and is in the process
of completing a fifth. But since of Fairfield's few varsity teams
1950, Fairfield has not added a or taking up the exciting game
of foot-basketball.
single new sport to its program.
I realize that a school does not
After reading the above paraoperate without dorms and graphs one realizes the great
classrooms but as I always un- dilemma that he ·must face upon
derstal\d it the object of a col- gr,aduating from Fairfield Unilege education is to produce versity. Will the outside world
the well-rounded man. The stu- reject him because he is not a
dent at F-airfield has his choice well rounded man? Many studof playing either varsity basket- ents disagree with the idea of a
ball, baseball truck or tennis. well rounded man having to
With an enrollment of nearly participate in sports to graduate
fifteen hundred, Fairfield Uni- well-rounded, but don't forget
versity offers a student three and that the biggest complaint is
one-half sports to choose from, that Americans are soft: '''The
Many colleges with a limited Russians are ahead of us besports program have a wide and cause Americans are soft.",· The
diversified Intramural system. next time we lose out' on
, These systems are run by train- Christmas Holidays we ought to
ed men in this field with no do three days of strenuo,US exother job to interfere with their ercising instead of worrying
time. Father Augustine Caffrey, about Einstein's theory, Both
The 1961-1962 Fairfield University basketball team.
S.J., is head of the Intramural President Eisenhower a~d Presprogram at Fairfield University. ident Kennedy have initiated
Besides this iob he also teaches prog,rams on overcoming this
Theology and, at one time, was problem.
Assistant Dean of Discipline.
Ever since, my Freshman
~ather. Caffrey has, done a great year I have overlooked the fact
By PETER J. GARRY
Job WIth Fa.1rfield s Intramural i that we have a limited Athletic
system, but It now appears that
t
.
The l.:nderc1assman intramur- I l't
11 t
'1 b
sys em because It was al.ways
was a
0 no ava1
ecause
t d f
al. scoreboard for the week be- I f
'11
compensa e
or by a good, In,.
or some Sl v reas,on you need t I t
Wh
fore and 1r~r:1ed ately after the football fi ld
ftb a 11 fi ld
ramura
sys em.
'en. our
S
Christmas break is a bit brief.
11 b 11 e S't so d d e t , O'ood Intramural system was re1
f
.
vo
ey
a
cour
s
an
a
equa
e
d
d
l
t
d
t
A'hl'
O n.y our games were played b k tb 11
t t
uce,
urne
0 our
t ehc
in that space of time.
as fe 1 a tcour s 0 run a suc- system to observe the good recess u sys em.
1
B
.
In the most important game of
R
tl
t F . fi ld U .
su ts.
ut mstead of good reecen y a
all' e
DlverIt I
.
I the early season Marty Sienko's 't
th
I t
1
su s
saw a wmless Freshman
. quintet, led bv tl1eir captain and ~1 y'th \. n r~~ura pro~ram Basketball Team with only one
r
e1n g
- Bill Fabbri, edged Charlie Hunt's t?c 11 e 1me d t
was fraSt- 1scholarship olayer under a new
,
1 a y re d uce
0
one
00 .
team 53~52 as Ed Soracy s last-I ball field no softball fields coacJ: who has .been glv~n
second Jump shot nmmed the
11 b' 11
t
d
' nothmg to wnrk WIth. As rehr.
d no vo ey a cour s an a game·
SEd'
b as k e t . H unt, Ct h oug h eJecte
d b b d f t b k tb 11 Th mg ports
Itor of The Stag,
frOm the game for arguing), and
u
e
00 - as e a .
e I wish to leave two resolutions
Fabbri. were the high men in ga~e of f?ot-b~sket?all occurs I with the Administration: first,
the game.
dun~g Fa1rfiel.d s dmner hour, either improve Fairfield's Ath'
and
IS played m the back gym letic system to offset the deteriP
th
1
O D. e same d av a t H ur ey s f F'
fi ld'
l'
fi d
five paced by C'lrlo Orlando 0
all' e s spraw m.g
el orated Intramural program; secovercame Roy Nelson's scrappy ~ouse. The value of thIS game ond, return the Intramural proteam 45-28.
IS that two games can take place gram to its past condition and
<:
t
t'
f th N
at the same time on separate leave Fairfield's athletic system
Th e ill'S
ac ,on 0
e
ew h If
t
'th
1
1"t d ' .
d"
Year saw ailing Charlie Bialow- a cour s .W.1 . on y a 1~1 e 1~ ItS present etenoratmg conas lead his te;mmates to a re- amount of mJunes. The wmner d1hon.
sounding 53-32 win over Gerry
------------------Magner's souad; as the losers'
played without their captain
who is recuperating from a reMost colorful intramural bas- cent operation. Bill Stewart
ketball team, "The Chi n e s e' with 18 and Bialowas with 15
Bandits", ranks among the un- led the scorers.
d~f.eated in ~he Fros-Soph. diThe last game to report on
I VISIon.
Standmg, left to rIght, saw the surprising "Chinese
I J. Gueren, C. Ziegler, B. Linsky, Bandits" of .Jim Curtis easily
'L. Parquette, J. Nevin, L. Fin- out-last Jim Duquette's unit.
~egan, ~. Fo~t. Knee~ing in front The standout defensive work of
3 HOUR DRY CLEANING
IS captam JIm Curtm.
John Nevin and the timely
scoring', of Ed Fort and Larry
6 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
The STAG takes pleasure in Finnegan provided the victory. i
announcing that its Feature
The standings as of January
1225 Post Road
Editor, Donald A. Preziosi is 5 were:
COpp. Post Office)
finally legal. NUNC EST BI- Bialowas
BENDI!
Curtin
~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;a
Donnelly
Sienko
.
CORTIGIANO'S
! Hurley
Hunt
.
Magner
SERVICE
Kelly
STATION
Duquette
Nelson
GENERAL AUTO REPAIRS All KIND

Intramurals Tied
:In Early Stages

I

TOWNE

CLEANERS

I

I

TEXACO

SPECIALIZING IN AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SERVICE
TIRES - BATTERIES - ACCESSORIES

SNOW PLOWING - TOWING _. TUNE-UP SERVICE
ROAD SERVICE - PICK UP & DELIVERY

CORNER OF NORTH BENSON & POST ROAD

Coach George Bisacca and captain Bobby Jenkins anticipate Red
Stags third consecutive Tri-State league crown.
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Frosh Drop Sixth; Avg. Only 54 p.p.g..

Capt. Bobby Jenkins (No. 32) springs high in the air as he executes a driving layup in the Yeshiva game. Nick Macarchuk
(No. 44) looks on.

Stags Undefeated In Tri-State;
Hutter Sets Pace With 20.1 Av.

Page Seyen

Barry College~rays
,For U.S. President

1

The freshman team played game was won in the early I
host to the Bridgeport Y Sports- stages as the Pa~thers jumped
Persons of al~ faiths at Barry
men and suffered a 76-52 defeat. to a fast lead WhICh they work-I College, MIamI Shores, Fla.,
During the first half the squad ed to a 41-29 half-time advan- j have enrolled in the Presidenwas paced by Casey with 7 tage. In the second half. three tial Prayer Corps, ~he first atpoints and Gugle with 10 points, of the. start.ers fouled out m th.e tempt among Amencan Cathobut trailed 36-29 at the intermis- final SIX mmutes as the OppOSI- lic colleges to respond to Pression. In the second half the tion eased to its victory. Bernie ident Kennedy's personal plea
game turned into a rout as the Casey led the scormg WIth 13 for prayer.
Sportsmen built their halftime pomts.
h N
The PPC sponsored by the
advantage
Pascale with 13
In the first game of t e ew
,
.
0
. . a n ci
1
d H
t Year the freshmen hosted the Barry College SodalIty of ur
Jo~nhts 12
~Utg e ~n 1 ~gefhY Terriers of St Francis College Lady, is the collective attempt
WIt.
pom s apIece e
e The Stags built an early lead' to meet the responsibilities of
sconng.
I and at one point held a 19-12 the request of the President. It
In the Boston College game advantage. Switching to a zone is open to the entire college
the Little Stags were outclassed defense the Terriers contained community - administration, fain every department, and t?e the St~gS as they closed the culty, full - and - part-time stuEagles rompe~ to a 100-55 wm'l gap. With about 5 minutes re- dents,office and maintenance
~he Stags traIled 36-32 at hal~- maining, they gained a one personnel. Members of the PPC
tIme, and the game wasn t, point lead which they built to 5 were issued membership cards,
much of a contest. The fr~sh, points at the half. The Stags buttons, and a suggested prayer
were led by Berme Casey WIth I couldn't sustain their offense for the President and govern18 points, and Pascale who had I and lost 81-68. The loss was i ment officials.
I eased somewhat as Bernie Casey
A
d'
t
Linda Bevi14.
During the Christmas vaca-I became the first frosh to score 1 ccor ~n: 1't 0 P f t at the
tion the frosh encountered. more than 20 points in a game. acqua, , 0 a { y r':T~ P
.
Adelphi College and dropped; He sank 11 field goals and one wo~en s col ege,
.e
reSltheir fifth straight 83-55. The I of five free throws for 23 points. dentIal Prayer Corps. IS. an expression of our conVIctIon that
prayer for our President, our
country, and the world is a
positive and necessary contribution to our times; that our
collective commitment to prayer is an appropriate way for us
as members of a collegiate community to meet the challenge of
today's world."
A Religious Coo l' din a tor
serves as a liaison for members
who are not of the Catholic
faith.
Miss Bevilacqua has sent a
letter containing the information on the PPC to President
Kennedy.

With the score tied at 57-all' the entire team played, saw the
in the final ten minutes of the Stags build their 36-31 halfgame, Nick Macarchuk sank a time lead into as many as 18
jumper which put the Stags points during the second half.
ahead to stay as they fought to Ken Woltering (18 points) kept
,an 88-76 win over a small but Adelphi in contention throughspirited St. Francis five.
out the early stages of the conThe Terriers played the Stags test. Bill Shin with 18 points and
on even terms in the first half Bob Hutter with seven field
with three men sharing almost goals helped to insure the Stag
equally their 37 half-time points. victory.
The varsity's, scoring was as
Tomorrow, the Stags face the
,equally divided, but we held a Black Knights of D.B. in their
39-37 advantage at the half.
: third Tri-State encounter of the
The second half saw the Ter- year at D.B. Fairfield has a leariel's edge to a short-lived five gue record of 2-0. Bridgeport is
'point lead, but the Stags bounc- 1-2 having lost one of their
'ed back as Hutter and Shin ga~es at home to Adelphi.
paced the attack with 14 and 13
-points respectively. Hutter finished the night with 22 points to Agostino's Team First
1ift his seven game a:rerage to A.mid Threeway Race
20.1 ppg. Fred Weismiller contributed 15 points an.d played I The bowling league has playhIS ~sual fine defenslv~ gan: e , ed only once since the last issue,
stealmg the ball three tImes m but that one meeting has altwo minutes.
.
tered the standings considerably.
Boston College, led by JIm Len Agostino's team moved into
Hooley. (18 point.s) and Chuck first place as they netted three
'ChevalIer. (15 pomts), ease~ to points due to a forfeit.
a 98-77 wm ~ver the Stag,s m a
Dom Torrillo's team fell to i
game played m the Eagles gym. th' d 1
b h' d D G
.
The Eagles, capitalizing on
11'
pace e m
r. raSSI as
'77 % foul shooting as against they lost two of ~hree gam~s.
Fairfield's 61 % built a 5 oint Jack Maney ho IS second m
.
' .
p
the league WIth a 166 average
half-tIme score mto a comfort- 1 d h' t
. t f
th 1
Fred Weismiller watches his shot spin toward the basket as Nick
able lead in the second half. e
IS eam m 0 our
pace Macarchuk (No. 44) maneuvers for the rebound against the St.
The Stags were handicapped in I as they won .two of three games. Francis defenders. Fairfield won 88-76 despite the acoustic probthe late stages as all of the
.Dr. GraSSl and Gansel ea.ch lem.
starters but Shin had four per- WIth a 560 three-game senes
sonal fouls.
replaced R. Green 555 as they •
....;
--.
,Fred Weismiller led the Stags vie for the trophy awarded for
with 21 points, and Bob Jenkins that accomplishment.
contributed 17. The loss was the
W
L
Pins
second straight defeat by a Agostino
15
6
15,554
-Jesuit opponent after Fairfield's Dr. Grassi
14%
6% 15,554
opening day win over St. Peter's. Torrillo
14
7
15,601
Led by Fred Weismiller who Maney
13
8
15,494
scored 23 points, the Stags net- Connelly
11%
9% 15,320
ted their second Tri-State win Grogan
11
10
14,778
of the season with an 88-72 win Dermody
10
11
15,059
over Adelphi College. The vic- Ferugia
9% 11% 15,165
tory also extended Fairfield's Spring
8
13
15,656
undefeated record in the loop Mancini
7
14
10,350
to 19 consecutive games.
Sampson
7
14
15,120
The game, in which almost Quinlan
6% 14lfz 15,062
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Brothers In Christ.

Syrians Use Antiochene Rite
By ERNEST A. WEBBY, JR. example, altar breads are unleavened and just the same as
(Fifth in a series)
Like Egypt, Syria became in the Latin rite, and the
largely Mohammedan after the 1)riest's vestments are now pracArab invasion in the sevenfth tically those of the Latin rite.
century; but it was not to such Lay people receive Communion
a degree as in Egypt, and there 'n one kind only; the church
are today nearly a million na- appointments and altar vessels
tive Christians in Syria, and are also thoroughly westernized.
This external westernization has
half are Catholics.
These native Syrian Catholics been the occasion for some
follow different rites - "pure" sharp criticism, but when MaSyrian, Maronite or Byzantine ronite history is taken into con(the Melkites). The first of these sideration, it would have been
is often called West Syrian, to somewhat surprising had liturdistinguish it from the E'ast gical development been otherSyrian or Chaldean rite. It is wise.
used by small bodies of CathoThe Maronites are one of the
lics not only in Syria and Pales- two booies of Eastern Catholics
tine, but also in Iraq and in who have a uniform way of
India (the Maloankarese), and celebrating "low Mass," which,
also by the separated Jacobite however, normally involves the
Syrian Church in those coun- use of incense and of some singing. Of their eight anaphoras, a
tries.
Syrian Rites
more recent one in very comThe original form of this li- mon use is called "of the Holy
turgy at Antioch, called "of St. Roman Church," in which the
James," was modified for use in consecration is modeled on that
Jerusalem, and this modified ()of the Western rite. The people
form then supplanted its par- kneel for most of the so-called
ent at Antioch, and was a "low Mass".
source of the Byzantine, Ar(To Be Continued)
menian and perhaps Chaldean
liturgies. At first in Greek, it is
[BISHOP
now celebrated in Syriac (Le., a
(Continued from Page 3)
dialect of Aramaic, the mother
tongue of Our Lord Jesus bly." The Bishop has attended
Chri9t), with· the western pro- or taught at Fordham, Gregorian
nunciation and characters: scrip- College in Rome, Catholic Unitural lessons and some prayers versity in Washington, and the
are in Arabic wherever this is diocesan seminary in Arlingthe vernacular language, and in ton, N.J.
India all the pre-anaphoral part
Bishop Curtis expressed his
is in Malayaloaffi.
belief of the importance of the
There are seven anaphoras in University and the Prep in the
Catholic use. The one called young diocese. The Church "re"'Of St. John the Evangelist" is lies (on the University) to carry
used on ordinary Sundays and forth Catholic thought." The
weekdays. The sanctuary of the Drelate spoke of the need of an
church is usuaUy separated from intelligent lay influence in Conthe choir and nave by a screen, necticut society for the spread
either open or solid, having of Christianity.
Then, refering to Rev. James
three doors; normally there are
no pictures on it, and sometimes Fitzgerald, S.J.. president of
Fairfield, and Father Rector's
there is no screen at all.
introductory
reThis and the Maronite liturgy preceeding
have a special interest as being marks, His Excellency humorin some sense the eucharistic ously noted that all exits were
service proper to Our Lord's blocked by the student crowd;
earthly homeland. In one inaud- ". . . it is advisable to grant a
ible prayer the celebrant prays holiday." This statement launched sustained applause. Father
for the "holy universal Church, Fitzgerald. mentioned that the
especially for Zion (Jerusalem), Bishop's repute as a scholar
mother of aU the churches." might hurt the chances for any
There are said to be 6,000 Catho- holidays, but that the students
Ircs of this rite in the United could "hope and pray."
States, but they have few or no
Noting the Rector's mention
priests of their own and no of the plural for the vacation
churches.
periods. Bishop Curtis immediMaronites Unique
ately granted two days off.
The Maronites are a section
Louis Zowine '62, president of
of the Syri'an people who live the Student Council. extended
mostly in and around the Le- brief greetings to the newlybanon Mountains, and have a installed Bishop. Mr. Zowine
seoarate history bound up with stated that the importance of
the history of their church. They the "initial formulation" of the
are all Catholics, and form the young diocese. Pledging the Uni~ie:e:est sine:le Christian body in versity student body to loyal
Syria, numbering a third of a obedience and prayers for the
million. They have considerable Bishop's personal success, he ascolonies in the United States sured the Bishop of "immense"
aid now and in the future from
and South America.
Their litugry is derived from the school.
Mr. Zowine was preceeded by
the same origins as ,the Syrian the greeting extended on behalf
liturgy. and this form is not of the Prep by the president of
used by any non~Catholics. Its the Senior Class. The Glee Club
lane:ual!e is the same liturgical sang at the opening and closing
Syriac, but the lessons and many of the program.
of the hymns. prayers and responses are in the vernacular
ATTENTION
Araibic, a practice which is on
Hereafter any kind of student
the increase. The fundamental is prohibited from posting kind
orientalism of the Maronite li- of poster on any kind of wall
turgy is rather obscured by eX-I having any kind of surface with
ternals and some observances any kind of tape. This applies to
borrowed from the West; for any kind of building.
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CNRNIVAL
(Continued from Page 1)

By TOM TIERNEY
Iails America. But he contradicts'·
tra will provide the music for
On the American political himself. He is appalled that
both the party and formal scene there now appears a new. workers in some industries are
dance which commence in the dynamic figure whose personal- not free to not belong to a
Terrace Room at 9 p.m., and run ity and philosophy could drasti- union. Fine if that's what he·
until 1 a.m. Favors and a free cally change American govern- wants. But what about the freecolored photograph will be pre- ment. He is Barry Goldwater dom to bargain collectively.
sented to each couple attending the junior Senator from Arizona: This Goldwater says is not a
the prom.
His presidential bandwagon for I right of freedom but perhaps:
Queen's Contest
1964- has started already. Col- even a "wrong."
University students cast their' lege campuses in the mi.dwest
His selectivity continues in
votes for the Carnival Queen hav. e already endorsed hIm ~s civil rights. He says that the
earlier this week although the theIr ch.Olce for o~r ne~t preSI- only civil right is the right to'
finalists' names were not avail- dent. H~s populanty, hIS m~ve- vote. That's why he voted
able at presstime. The name of ment, hIS brand of conservatIs~ against the amendment to ban
the Queen
'11 b
d are on the march. At present It the poll tax. That's why he opWI
e announce . . t
t' B t th
h'
at ceremonies held at the prom. i IS J~S a s 1.1'. u. e wors Ip posed a constitutional amend'tl'O
t
t
h
'
d
I
of
hIS
ever
Increasmg
followers
to -permit the District of
ln addI n 0
e pnzes awar .
.ment
'
ed to the Queen and her court, ttestIfYTht? theI poter:cYt °df htls ~u- Columbia residents to vote in
the King and Queen of the ure:
IS co umn In en s 0 In- Presidential elections.
weekend will be ;resented with vestIgate Barry Goldwater and
Not conservatism, not princia gift package de;'l.
what he stands for.
pIes, but selectivity and inconThe two reasons given for his . t
h'
h'l
h T
Post-Prom Orgy
spiral of popularity are his con- SIS ency are IS p 10SOP y. egativeness and Goldwater go
A post-prom party wiH be servatism and his non-political hand in hand. He's a reactionsponsored by Ignatian Council appearance as a man of princi- ary of the extremist shape for
#4203, Knights of Columbus at pIe and conviction. He is a man a modern America.
Mary Journey's Inn in Bridge- who is not afraid to say what
port. from 12 p.m. to 4 a.m., ac- he thinks.
The purpose of this two part
,:ording to Kenneth E. Dubuc,
Goldwater's first principle is article on the junior Senator is
G.~. Ti.ckets for the aff?ir that he is against big govern- to show what he believes in,
whIch WIll sell for $4.50 and I?- ment since he devoutly believes what he concretely is for and
dude s~t-ups and a buffet, WIll power corrupts (as Machiavelli against. This is something that
be. avaIlable at the door.. The held). But then again, only evades his avid followers who
~nce of t~e K of C event IS not some power. Not the power of spout about in the abstract
'ncluded In the Weekend pack-, b'g
b
'
t '1- b'll'
I
uSlness,
0f I
mu
I IOn dagainst socialism and for freeage deal.
dollar Bell Telephone, of Gen- om. His positive programs and
"Continuous entertainment" is eral Electric (violator of anti- foreign policy will appear in
the next issue.
~lated for Saturday afternoon's trust laws). Not the power of
indoor picnic to be held in the the 50 states - which should be
<1ymnasium. John BeHand his increased. The power that corOEBATE
"Kni'!hts of the Delta" will rupts is wielded by labor unions
(Continued from Page 1)
T)rovide dixieland music while and the federal government.
Lou Jones and a group cauti- The nation today is menaced by sought solutions for the foreign
ously labeled the "Satellites" a "vast national authority out and domestic problems of Amerwill emit more raunchy sounds. of touch with the people and out ica from experts. Each of the
'3tudents are urged to dress ca- of their control (when did we debaters has written books on
'mally and bring a blanket, ETC. lose the vote?). This monolith of Communism and these were
"Original and highly desir- power is bounded only by the placed on sale at the auditorium.
able prizes" will be awarded to will of those who sit in high
The Cardinal Key was on
hand to usher the crowd.
the most original and humorous' places."
costumes sported at the Mas-! There are no new frontiers
querade Party on Saturday to Barry. "The basic problems
LODGE
night, according to a Carnival are no different in our times
(Continued from Page 1)
newsletter. Any couple attempt- than under Lincoln and Washing admission to the-party with- ington." Only now we have lost civil award which the Spanish
out a costume and mask will our freedoms. For this reason government can confer on
"suffer the consequences," the he says in his book, "Consci- Spaniards or foreigners. The
letter stated. The Darty will ence of a Conservative," writ- award was made on the pertake place at the St. Charles ten as Newsweek infers, by his sonal recommendation of GenHall on Ogden Ave. in Bridge- campaign
manager
Stephen eralissimo Franco in recogniDort (Exit 28 on Turnpike.)
Shede<1!!, "I do not undertake tion of Ambassador Lodge's outOn Sunday morning, the HO'ly to promote welfare. fo,~ I pro- standing service.
Sacrifice of the Mass will be of- pose to extend freedom. He has
At the present time political
fered for couples attending the done the forn;er anywa!. He analysts are pointing to Mr.
weekend. A Communion break- has voted a ",aInst all bIlls to Lodge as a dark horse condidate
fast will follow. The name of control floods, to eradicate for either Governor or U.S. Senthe breakJ1ast speaker is yet to' slum~, t~ 'provide housing, to ator from the state of Connectibe announced. rebUIld CItIes, to supply electric cut on the Republican slate in
power cheaply, etc. However, I the 1962 election.
Highlighting the festivities fail to see how he fulfilled his
William Sangiovanni and
will be the Brothers Four con, Dromise of freedom, especially
cert to be held on Sunday aft- in voting a~ainst the admission Richard Picardi further anernoon at 1:30 o'clock in the I of Hawaii into the Union which nounced that following Ambassador Lodge's speaking appearmain gym. "Youn~. good-Iook-, would extend fred om
ine;, and immensely talented.
He believes the r~cinient Qf ance the Republican Club will
The Brothers Four are proud welfarism concedes to the gOV- continue to present speakers of
similar renown as part of their
t? admit ~hat their. secret is ernment "the ultimate in politi- Political Education Program.
<amply havmg fun WIth a good cal power the power to
Some of these are already tenta~on:. Thei; goa'!? They just hODe grant or withhold from him the tively scheduled for the coming
theIr audIences have as much necessities of life as the govern- months.
fun list.ening as they have ment sees fit." In other words
~inqinp"."
starve from the beginning. Don't
let the government give any aid.
Fr. Mahan's
A reDresentative of Fulton for you then give them the
New Office
Clothiers of Bridqepori will power to take it away. More
'be in Xavier cafeteria on ~erious than this inconsistency
The offices of Rev. George S.
Monday, Jan. 16 and Friday, I is his agreement with Marxists
Jan. 19 between the hours of that we are only the exploited Mahan, S.J., Executive Assist9 a.m. and 1 p.m. to take masses; that democracy is a ant to the President, have been
delusion. I'm sure, at least I moved from Canisius Hall to
tuxedo measurements.
Winter Carnival oHicials hODe. he doesn't mean this. But the former Prep offices in the
have arranged for a discount what other conclusion is logical. gymnasium.
This definitely isn't true conserrate of $6.50. The price inFr. Mahan, in announcing the
cludes the "complete outfit" 'vatism in the tradition of Hoov- change, said that it was necessier.
Taft
and
Vandenberg.
including a shirt.
Freedom is Goldwater's favor- tated by the growing role of
it.e word. According to him, it's that office and by the newlythe universal panacea for what inaugurated expansion program.
HELLO, STEVE?
o
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REFLECTIONS
By

MICHAEL

LAWHENCE

President Kennedy before the
United Nations General Assembly, September 25:
"Were we to let (the U.N.)
die . . . we would condemn
the future. For in the development of this organization
rests the only true alternative
to war."
The committment to complete policy support implicit in
ihis statement of the President
is deserving of careful investigation. Just what has this
country vowed to support? What
action are we bound to take? It
is my opinion that the support
we have given and the actions
we have taken on behalf of the
U.N. have all too often been
·detrimental to us and favorable
to the better interests of the
.Soviet Union. The Congo situation is a case in point, a flagrant
example of what a realistic view
.of the facts can only reveal as
.stupidity on the part of America.
After tremendous pressure
from the U.N. in general and
the United States in particular,
Belgium gave its colony in the
Congo complete independence,
less than two years ago. A twobeaded monster of a government
was set up, composed of President Joseph' Kasavubu, who,
although a comparative moderate is to speak kindly of him,
ineffedtual; ""and Premier Patrice
Lumumba - need I comment
on his background? This was
what the U.N. calls a "broadly
based government." The inevitable happened. In the struggle
for power between President
and Premier, the Red-lining Lumumba got the upper hand, and
the influx of Soviet "technicians" began. But a corporal in
the Congolese Army, Joseph
Mobutu, somehow managed to
make himself a colonel, take
over command of the armed
forces. im'Orison Lumumba, boot
out the Soviets and establish
himself as the "strong-man" in
the Congo. Then he sat back
and watched his muscles shrink,
as Lumumba underwent a series of arrests and escapes, culminating in his murder
hardly just retribution after the
scores of rapes arid kiHings his
henchmen had committed while
he was in Dower. Lumumba's
successor as -African end of the
Communist telephone wires is
Antoine Gizenga. whose armies
now control Oriental province,
and who so far has not seen his
troops even once halted by the
rae:-tae: army of the central government.
A new government has been
set up, with Premier Cyrille
Adoula, a neutralist in the tradition of Sukarno, Tito and
Nasser at its head. It would
seem that the West has little,
if any footing in the Congo.
But, lo! The voice cryeth out
in
the
wilderness!
Moise
Tshombe, president of Katanga
province proclaims that he cannot stomach the Congo chaos,
the strongly Communist-influenced central government; he
announces that his prlilvince,
the only stable one, the only
pro-Western one in the nation,
is seceding from the Republic
of the Congo. The observer unseasoned in the subtleties of

world-Liberal thinking would
be inclined to applaud and say
that here is the chance for the
U.S. and the U.N. to build a
democratic government in the
Congo, around the only man in
power there who has s'poken out
for our side, the president of
the richest cobalt (as in "Cobait
Bomb") producing area in the
world. No, friend. It just didn't
happen. The cries went up
from the U.N.: Katanga is un::leI' the con trol of the greedy
Belgian capitalists of the Union
Miniere! (fact Wall Street
bankers report that U.S. interests now own controlling shares
in the mines of Katanga.);
Tshombe's army is run by white
Belgian mercenaries! (fact the 12 Belgian officers that were
still left in the Congo after last
summer have all gone home;
there are only 150 foreign "mercenaries" remaining in the entire Katanga army.); Tshombe
is trying to return white rule
to the Congo! (fact - Katanga
is the only province in the country where white and Afrie-an
are living side by side with a
minimum of violence and tension.)
In spite of the facts, the U.N.,
with the support of the United
States - remember those little
girls who went around Halloween night collecting money for
UNICEF to help poor and hungry children all over the world?
Well, the U.N. is borrowing
money from UNICIDF to help
finance. its Congo operations. invaded Katanga in September,
intending to place in power one
Egide Bochely-Davidson, who,
says Sen. Thomas Dodd, has
been reliably identified as "an
agent of the Soviet Secret Police." Fortunately, the well-disciplined soldiers of Katanga
were alble to beat back the invaders. Off and on since September, the U.N. has tried again
and again and has not yet succeeded, again fortunately. Meanwhile, a group of "soldiers"
from the central government,
fleeing from the rifles of Katanga troops, ran into 15 or 20
(so say the newspapers) European women, raped them, in
the sight of their children, and
continued in their flight; on the
other side of the Congo, in
Kindu, a contingent from Gizenga's Red-backed army tortured and killed 13 Italian airmen.
When will this farce stop?
When will the West stop committing suicide in Africa? When
will we stop calling a conglomeration of savage, primitive
tr]bes with no social or cultural
ties an "emerging nation"? That
time will come when the United
States starts recognizing its obiectives and acting to realize
them, and stops putting all its
hop for the future in a U.N.
whose Security Council is paralyzed by Russia's veto, whose
General Assembly is a mob
scene of frenzied emotionalism
dominated by the emerging
statesmen of a score of "neutral" nations, each of whose
populations is given a vote
equal to that of the 180 million
citizens of the United States.
That time wiH come, brother,
when Niagara falls.
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OHEM PROGRAM
(Continued from Page 1)
had received their doctorates,
began post-doctoral studies at
Harvard and Princeton.
The other half of Fairfield's
graduates go directly into area
industry or into our secondary
schools as science teachers.
Although the University's
chemistry facilities were considered adequate a few years ago,
the burgeoning instructional and
research program has created
needs that were among those
considered when the Very Rev.
James E. FitzGerald, S.J., Presid2nt, recently announced a 10
million dollar construction program, including a new science
building..
Science Curriculum
In Fairfield's experimental
program for the first year, lecture work stresses basic chemical theory, and the laboratory involves the type of qualitative
and quantitative analysis which
used to be part of second year
studies.
Organic chemistry is given in
the second year and places its
emphasis on the types of chemical bonds and reactions of concern to much of modern industry and medicine. The course is
heavily dosed with reaction mechanisms which explain the why
and how of what has taken
place.
In the third year, Father
Healy said, students will still
study physical chemistry but the
course has been changed, as
much of its former content has
been moved to first year. The
course being given is based on
fundamental atomic and molecular structure and is often statistical in approach. Also during
junior year, students will take
qualitative 0 I' g ani c analysis
which has been improved to include electronic devices such as
infrared and ultra-violet spectrophotometers.
Local Industry Aids
The vital nature of this practical application to the area is
illustrated by the fact that the
Perkin - Elmer Corporation of
Norwalk, Connecticut, is a world
leader in spectrophotometry.
Quantitative analysis has been
upgraded to the last half of third
year so it can draw on cumulated knowledge and experience
and furnish the professional approach desired by chemical industry rather than be a routine
course better fitted to the technician.
The chemistry majors, who
take about fifty credits in their
field, do not stop with what has
been already described but study
four one-semester courses in
their senior year. These are
chemical instrumentation and
advanced courses in inorganic,
organic, and physical chemistry.
A few years ago such subjects
were considered normal for
graduate school and yet the material to be included will actually be more up-tO-date than what
was given in courses previously
offered in graduate school. The
chemical instrumentation course
involves laboratory and lecture
work in the use of radiation
methods, emission spectorscopy
(given with the cooperation of
Bridgeport Brass), quantitative
methods of absorption spectrophotometry, polarography, and
various aspects of electrochemistry.
The equipment assembled for
the instrumentation course will

JEROME BURKE, president of the Western Mass. Club and
Sean M. Dunphy vice president of that club greet high school
students at the recent open house held by the club.
be made available to the University's program for local science
and mathematics teachers. A
significant portion of this program is currently supported by
the National Science Foundation
as an in-service institute for
secondary school teachers. The
department will also offer a
course in the chemical bond approach to chemistry during this
oustanding sequential program
encompassing the most pertinent
aspects of secondary school
science and mathematics education.
Research Opportunities
In the new curriculum, chemistry majors will continue to be
given an opportunity to do research under a program which
is currently supported by the
National Science Foundation and
by direct participation in the
personal research of the department faculty. In this way, the
students not only can get experience but can obtain stipends as
well.
In addition to the chemistry
courses, majors take requisite
courses in the related departments of mathematics, physics,
and modern languages. The students also benefit from the best
of the liberal arts tradition for
which Jesuit schools are famous.

BARONE
(Continued from Page I)
reproduction which are abnomally great in the case of cancer
cells.
Dr. Barone has received over
$25,000 in grants from the National Cancer Institute and National Science Foundation in
less than thI'ee years.
He is being assisted in the
National Cancer Institute project by junior chemistry major,
Richard Link of Fairfield. Participating in the National Science Foundation grant this year
are two other university chemistry majors, Daniel Grosner ·of
Stratford and Vincent Cav·alieri, of Bayshore, N.Y., who
will receive part-tuiJtion awards.
This work is also in the field of
cancer chemotherapy, but the
new compounds being studied
in this case are aimed at interfering with the action of vitamins.
The scientific value of the
work has been recognized by
the publication of three articles
in the Journal of Organic Chemistry and the presentation of a
paper the American Chemical
Society's Division of Medicinal
Chemistry last September.

ASPECT
(Continued from Page

2)

few intelligent laymen to speak for the Church. Anyone who
tries is met with opposition from both clergy and other laymen.
"Leave the work of the Church to those whom it concerns" they
say. But the work of the Church is not just for the sp~cia~ists;
it is for every member of the Mystical Body. The mlsgUlded,
though probably well-intentioned, who argue .o~herwise .s~ould
be reminded that the Church is not just the ViSible admInIstrative organization, but the broader community of all members,
working toward the common goal of salvation.
Worse than evil done by those who oppose lay action in the
Church are those laymen who possess the talents and capacities
to help but will not do so because of opposition. Afraid of not
being ~ccepted and not having their efforts immediately praised,
these men do nothing. They are even more to be blamed than
their secular counterparts. But they only can initiate personal
action. No one will do it for them.
It is evident that there is a need for Catholic intellectuals
to add the firm principles of morality and charity to the thinking
of the world which has lost them. The objections of "mixing"
one's religion with worldly concerns are shallow. Self-pride and
fear of setbacks from within as well as from without are no valid
excuses for replacing action with inertia. There is no other path
than action if we believe in our Church and in our God.
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Nina Derman

NSF Math Group

Guests For

Hears Prof. I{.line

Drama Society
Miss Nina Derma!1 was guest
speaker at the Drama Society
weekly Workshop meeting. Miss
Derman, who has appeared in I
local theatricals spoke on "The
Benefits of Community Theater." Immediately following,
an informal discussion on acting
technique and experience was
held.
Besides her acting experience
with the Polka Dot Playhouse
as Mame Dennis in the famous
"Auntie Mame" and her portrayal of the lead characters in
"Plain and Fancy," "Detective
Miss Nina Derman
Story," "The Rainmaker," and
"Camino Real," she has directed
the play "Life With Father" for learning in relation for each
play.
Polka Dot. Miss Derman, at
Next Spring, in addition to a
present, is studying at the
American Shakespeare Academy production, the Workshop plans
of Stratford; has conducted act- to have a notable Broadway
guest speaker to discuss teching classes as a member of the
nique at one meeting.
Silvennine Guild of New Canaan; and is a Director for Adult
Cultural Activity in Bridgeport.

I

The Workshop is comprised of
all those students interested in
reaming all aspects of play production. It has been a successful substitute for the Society
which was unable to stage a
play this semester. William
Ndini. '62, has been conducting
the Shop and has been utilizing
the method type approach of
acting. Plays such as "Oedipus
Rex," "The Tempest," a Moliere comedy, Ionesco's "Rhinoceros," and "Guys and Dolls"
were among those selected to be
used by the Workshop. Acting
technique. mode of staging and
writing, directing, and lighting
are stressed and discussed for

3 Seniors Win Radios
For PM Lucki-Pacs
Three seniors were presented
with pocket transistor radios for
possessing "lucki-pacs" in the
latest Philip Morris contest.
Mkhael T: Kiernan, PM campus representative, presented
the radios to Peter Connelly,
Alan E. Wilson and Jay Behr art:
the annual Christmas banquet
held prior to the holiday recess.
Mr. Kiernan announced that
the cigarette company's third
contest would be held after final
examinations. A Polaroid land
camera will be awarded.
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Professor Morris Kline of the
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences lectured Saturday,
Dec. 9th, to the National Science
Foundation Math group at Fairi field University. Dr. John Barone, director of the In-Service
Institute and Professor Robert
E. Bolger of the math department, represented the faculty.

Professor Kline has been an
outspoken critic of the programs
offered by various study groups
(such as Yale's S M S G-School
Math Study Group) which attempt to correct the deficiencies
in the secondary level math curriculum-by introducing courses
in modern mathematics.
However, he suggests certain
revisions in the present curriculum to modernize it. His most
recent criticism of modern math
study groups was given wide
coverage in the New York Times
'and discussed in full by the
Alumni Assoc. Offers
Alumni Bulletin of New York
University. In a subsequent reSenior Year Contacts
joinder by Professor Paul RosenBy KENNETH V. McCLUSKEY bloom of the University of MinThe Alumni Association of nesota, who endorses the "new
Fairfield, in accoradnce with its mathematics" being introduced
plans to become closer to the in the high schools, Dr. Kline is
,tudent body, has asked for .:riticized for not offering an alopinions concerning a senior ternative program. Dr. Kline
year program. This program was then told by Professor Roswould include talks to explain enbloom to "put up or shut up."
Since joining the NYU faculty
the activities and importance of
in 1930, Dr. Kline has sought the Alumni Association.
In other news concerning with widely acclaimed successaJ.umni, Rev. George S. Mahan, .t o humanize the teaching of maS.J., faculty advisor to the ihematics and to transmit to his
Alumni, announced that he has ::;tudents the larger significance
received many calls from the of the great mathematical creaAlumni offering their aid and tions. He is author of "Mathematics in Western Culture,"
knowledge to undergraduates. "Mathematics in the Physical
This would be in the form of World," and numerous research
conferences at which Alumni and expository articles and cowould outline the problems and author of a text used at more
advantages which they found than 100 colleges. His writings
upon graduation. Each Alumnus also have appeared in the "Satwould speak to students inter- urday Evening Post" and other
ested in the field in which he is popular publications. He has
currently employed.
been a Guggenheim fellow and
Father Mahan said that he is a Fulbright lecturer in Germany
awaiting some response from and has spent two years in restudents or student organiza- 3earch at the Institute for Adtions.
vanced Study, Princeton, N.J.
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

REV. WILLIAM J. HEALEY, S.J., Dean of the University, congratulates members of the Senior class upon their reception of
the Fairfield University Honor Society Key.

Ohio Univ. 5-Point Drinking
Plan Worked Out Favorabl.y
ATHENS, O. - (LP.) - Ohio
University's five-point drinking
plan has worked out very favorably, according to Dean of
Men William Butler. He made
the statement at a meeting of
the administration, student go'vernment heads and local tavern
owners. The purpose of the
gathering was to go over the
plan again with the owners.
The five points are:
1. Excessive use of alcohol
is not condoned under the social
policy of the University, and
undesirable conduct resulting
therefrom will be subject to disciplinary action.
2. Use or possession of alcoholic beverages is not permitted on University property nor
on. the premises of living units
of students.
"We have been severe enough
on students so they know not
to take liquor into the dorms,"
Dean Butler commented.
3. "Use of alcohol beverages
by individuals in off-campus
establi~hments is governed and
controlled by the laws of the
State of Ohio.
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4. Indoor social events, sponsored by student organizations,
must be confined to the housing
units and University facilities.
For any use of other facilities, such as "teas" in local taverns, official permission must be
granted by the personnel deans.
Procedure to gain permission
is to contact the establishment
owner to arrange a date and
have it approved at least three
days in advance of the function
by the dean.
There is no "approved list"
of bars in Athens, according to
Dean Butler. A function may
be held in any bar within the
Athens city limits, excepting a
few private halls such as the
Armory, which are not approved.
5. Use or possession of alcoholic beverages is prohibited at
outdoor social events which are
sponsored by student organizations.
"The entire responsibility for
organizing the parties and not
letting conduct get out of hand
rests with the student," Dean
Butler said.

INQUIRE NOW!

SAVINGS and
INSURANCE PROGRAM
Prepare for your future security
with this unique program

It doesn't cost anything to look!

FAIRFIELD MOTOR INN

explain EQUITABLE LIFE'S plan.

We will be glad to
For appointment at

Fairfield U., call collect Stamford, Conn. (DA 5·1596) be-

On and Off

80 Rooms - Continental Breakfast - Television - Telephone in every room - Swimming Pool - Air Conditioning - Room Control Heat - New Restaurant.

the Campus

FAIRFIELD MOTOR INN

DRINK PEPSII__

4_17_P_O_S_T_R_O_A_D_'_F_A_IR_F_I_E_L_D

_g_f_L_r_E_g_t_R_~_._~4_~_io_N_S_.I~

tween 9 A.M. & 3 P.M.

ED HEROLD or ED DARDANI
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